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Piercing pioneer Elayne Angel has performed over 40,000 piercings since the 1980s and has
brought many practices, such as tongue-piercing, into the popular.--JIM WARD, FOUNDER OF
GAUNTLET, THE WORLD'S FIRST BODY PIERCING STUDIO" Advice for those who have stretch
marks, cosmetic surgery, and unique anatomy•" VIDRA, FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF Wellness
EDUCATORS, INC. Jewelry styles, shapes, and components• The very best piercings and
placements for numerous areas of the body and body types• Recovery, aftercare, and
troubleshooting for problem-free of charge piercing"As a piercer, nurse, and educator, I can say
without a doubt that this may be the most complete reserve ever written for all people inside our
industry."--DAVID A. Essential sterility, sanitation, and hygiene details •"No-one is even more qualified
to write this book than Elayne Angel. With an increase of than three years of personal experience to
her credit, no-one knows the topic better." She brings her exhaustive understanding to this
groundbreaking manual that covers all you need to understand about the process, including:•This is
an exciting book for a field that has exploded in the last two decades. National industry
specifications are needed, and Elayne provides important data. Terminology, equipment, and
methods of the trade•--MYRNA L. ARMSTRONG, RN, EdD
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Great book for someone interested or a specialist Really enjoyed this book.As someone with many
piercings (50+) over my entire life, and a few I've done myself, I wanted to hear a masters
perspective. She actually is definitely a master piercer. I have managed to get required reading for
anyone that is apprenticing under me.I believe her bits on nipples and genitals are certainly the best,
since that's her specific specialty. Lots of interesting bits about treatment and . Good informative
book. Highly recommended! I bought this so that I could start learning proper . That said this is not
an exercise manual for new piercers. However it is every helpful regarding procedures for sterile
work practices, types of piercings,equipment used, appropriate gauges for specific piercings,
placements for different piercings, aftercare in addition to some phrases of warning of things to
avoid. If You Are Considering Piercing, AN ABSOLUTE MUST HAVE I ordered this reserve from
Amazon after hearing a good deal about it. I'll say it's value the money. I thought this reserve was
great.. I bought this in order that I could start learning proper piercing technique to hopefully
eventually pierce in my own husband's tattoo store. I was type of wary about this reserve, but there
was no cause to be. There were pages dog earred and torn. Good Very informative Need to have
in the event that you plan on body piercing! I love this! This is simply not a detail by detail how to do
pricing book but this book is full of useful tips, history of pricings and so much more!. It contains lots
of helpful information I thought this book was great. Wonderful tool! I know there are individuals who
might disagree with a number of the information in this book, nevertheless, you that everyone
includes a different opinion and because we are talking about the way peoples bodies respond
to/heal piercings, of course it will not be universal. Individually though, I believed it had been great :)
Great book on piercing Great book in piercing. Most of the info is intended for piercees then
piercers, nonetheless it is also a valuable reference for piercers. She understands a lot about
placement and jewelry selection, but her understanding of medicine is a bit less--perhaps some the
help of a medical expert (perhaps a wound care specialist) would be helpful right here.This book is
by no means a substitute for a genuine apprenticeship under a skilled knowledgeable piercer. This
publication can be a very useful tool for new piercers to steer them in the right direction. I currently
have 5, soon to become 6 piercings & Might have been new as in "never been owned", but
someone had defiantly go through it.! She gives in depth descriptions on from simple ear piercings
to the even more exotic ones.Terrific information on what to expect before, after and during
piercings, transdermals, implants, etc. After I 1st got my tongue pierced I had swelling issues and my
piercer provided me a little pamphlet from this book. This book has truly eased my nerves a little bit
and has taught me a couple of things as well. Actually individuals who don't understand/get "the
piercing thing" should read this. My publication was delivered earlier and I have already read quite a
bit of it. As a nurse, I appreciated that. Not impressed with the appears of it. I've a ton of piercings
and I hated being unsure of everything I needed to about piercing. The ultimate way to care for your
piercings to the very best jewelry to select. I told I identified it from the book and he praised me for
having it. He agrees that everyone who offers body piercings should understand this book. It was
ideal for my friend when she was trying to figure out what piercing she experienced next. I'm super
happy I bought this on a whim. I like it.An update, with another author who focuses on other parts
of the body, would probably get this to great book better still!. Recommended Very informative. If
this is a new book, I'll eat my footwear!! Ms. I really like this so much! 2 tats.Right now onto the
reserve itself, I love it. Plenty of interesting bits about care and maintenance. Busting myths of the
early scene and was very easy to understand. I did have to Google some of the piercing names as
I wasn't familiar and it gave me some material to freak my hubby out lol. Amazing book This book is
prefect book if you are interested about pricing. If you want to figure out how to pierce, or you just
want a new piercing yourself, I suggest reading this publication. Angel knows her stuff, and her



methods are outlined perfectly, and she makes sure to put in warnings that occasionally you
wouldn't think of.!!!! I definitely love love love this publication!! I learned all about this book after doing
study on different types of piercings in fact it is amazing. Very informative!. Four Stars good book
Five Stars Great book! Five Stars Filled with great information. Five Stars The perfect go to reference
for anything piercing related. It includes a lot of helpful information, and I came across it incredibly
useful in working with a few issues with many of my piercings.
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